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Liver accident is an endemic in Southeast Asia especially in 

Thailand, Lao People's Democratic Republic, and 

Cambodia. The contamination is related to 

cholangiocarcinoma; bile channel disease. Anticipation and 

control is needed to diminish the liver accident occurrence. 

Here we portrayed the liver accident counteraction and 

control program (LFPCP) through Inter-and Trans 

disciplinary University (ITU). LFPCP was built among the 

rustic networks in upper east Thailand during November 

2016 and July 2017. ITU was incorporated in LFPCP; 

momentarily, ITU is included the organization, grant, 

common advantage, and social effect. ITU is set up by 

educators and understudy (clinical, nursing, general 

wellbeing, designing, and business PC) from Suranaree 

University of Technology, Vongchavalitkul University, and 

Nakhon Ratchasima Rajabhat University, nearby 

government officials, and residents, to take care of the 

medical issue in the rustic local area especially liver 

accident sickness and cholangiocarcinoma.  

Quantitative and subjective information were gathered by 

surveys, gathering and individual criticism, thus. Of 120 

members were incorporated. Members (89%) had an 

undeniable degree of fulfillment with respect to LFPCP 

especially in the means of sharing thoughts, dynamic, and 

arranging step. They could be improved their insight, 

mentality, and their work on with respect to liver accident 

anticipation and control. LFPCP is an integrative exercises 

that improvement of information, demeanor, ability, and 

practice for understudies and townspeople. Along these 

lines, LFPCP toward ITU is profoundly expected common 

advantage among college, understudies, educators, and 

networks.  

This investigation shows how a trans disciplinary learning 

approach gave new experiences to clarifying tenacious 

Opisthorchis viverrini contamination in northern Thailand, 

just as explaining issues of zeroing in exclusively on the 

parasite as a methods for tending to high pervasiveness of 

cholangiocarcinoma. Analysts from different foundations 

teamed up to plan an analytical homestay program for 72 

Singaporean and Thai college understudies in five upper 

east Thai towns. The understudies investigated how liver 

accident contamination and potential cholangiocarcinoma 

advancement are affected by neighborhood scene elements, 

oceanic nature, occupations, food culture and wellbeing 

training. Subjective hands on work was guided every day by 

the analysts in a communitarian, co-learning measure that 

prompted seeing this medical problem as a mind boggling 

Framework, affected by interlinked multidimensional 

components. Our Trans disciplinary experience has 

persuaded that a fragmented comprehension of these 

linkages may diminish the adequacy of mediations. Further, 

seeing liver accident disease and cholangiocarcinoma as a 

similar issue is ill advised. In spite of the fact that O. 

viverrini disease is a set up danger factor for the 

advancement of cholangiocarcinoma, various elements are 

known to impact the probability of obtaining all things 

considered. Understanding the significance of the current 

business progress, scene change and the subsequent confuse 

between nearby societies and new socio-environmental 

settings on cholangiocarcinoma inception and liver accident 

transmission is of basic significance as it might help 

straighten out our perspective on the separate job of O. 

viverrini and other financial danger factors in 

cholangiocarcinoma etiology and refine mediation 

procedures. 

 As exhibited in this examination, transdisciplinary 

approaches can possibly yield more nuanced viewpoints to 

complex illnesses than research that centers on explicit parts 

of their the study of disease transmission. They may in this 

manner be important when planning powerful answers for 

setting touchy sicknesses, for example, liver accident 

disease and cholangiocarcinoma.  

The liver accident Opisthorchis viverrini (Ov) is endemic in 

Southeast Asia where in excess of 10 million individuals are 

assessed to be contaminated. The contamination is related 

with a few hepatobiliary infections, including 

cholangiocarcinoma (CCA). Upper east Thailand is a focal 

point for Ov transmission and, in spite of broad general 

wellbeing avoidance crusades drove by the public authority, 

the predominance of Ov contamination is still high.  

High disease rates result from social and natural 

complexities where wet-rice agrarian living spaces, 

exceptionally old crude food culture, and the parasite's mind 

boggling science join to make an ideal transmission field. 

Here we audit the condition of our insight with respect to 

the social-biological determinants fundamental Ov 

transmission. We additionally portray integrative 

examination reasoning for liver accident control better lined 

up with manageable wellbeing improvement. Separate job 

of O. viverrini and other financial danger factors in 

cholangiocarcinoma etiology and refine intercession 

systems.  
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